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The main objective of this paper is to investigate the relation between the 
number of integers in a given subset d of the integers 1,2,..., n and the number 
of integers that can be chosen from 1, 2,..., n so that their pairwise products all 
appear in &. Other related problems are also considered. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The problems under investigation in the present paper are of the 
following type: Given a set JZ? in [l, n], what is the relation between 1 ~2 j 
and the number of integers that can be chosen from [l, n] whose pairwise 
products all appear in zZ? We prove the following theorems. 
THEOREM 1. There exists 01 > 0 and a set ~2 in [l, n] where 
) LZZ I > n - n(log n)-a so that there cannot be three integers b, , bz , b, 
with products bibi (1 < i < j < 3) all in &. 
THEOREM 2. For each k 3 3 there exists a positive /?, < 1 so that 
if& is a set of integers in [I, n], where j JS’ I > n - n(log n)+, then there 
are integers bl ,..., b, whose products bibi (1 < i < j < k) all appear in &. 
THEOREM 3. Corresponding to 6 > 0 there exists an integer t = t(8), 
where t -+ co as 6 + 0, so that if & is a set of integers in [I, n], where 
then there are t integers bl ,..., b, and some number p SO that bibip 
(1 < i < j < t) all appear in &. 
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THEOREM 4. Corresponding to each 6 > 0 there exists C = C(S) and 
a set d of integers in [l, n], where 
I d I 3 (1 - 84 
so that for every LY. = k[m, where m < n, there are at most t < (log n)” 
integers b, ,.,., b, integers with bibja all appearing in &. 
THEOREM 5. Let p be a prime. Suppose a, ,..., a, modp are t distinct 
congruence classes modp, where t > (+ + ~)p. Then there are at least 
s > log log p congruence classes modp b, ,..., b, so that bib? are all in 
a’s mod p, 
THEOREM 6. Suppose a, ,,.., a, mod p are t distinct congruence classes 
where t > ($ + ~)p. Then there are k classes modp ai1 ,..., aik so that 
aitail are all in a’s mod p. 
THEOREM 7. For every r there exists 6, > 0 so that if al ,..., at modp 
are t distinct congruence classes, where t > (I - a,.)~, then, provided 
p 3 po(k, r), there are k classes bI ,..., bl, modp so that nF=, b;r (C ci < r, 
ci = 0, l), are all in a’s modp. 
2. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 
Proof of Theorem 1. We let ~2 consist of the integers in (n/log n, n) 
which have no divisors in (n1/2/log n, n1/2). Then it follows from the 
method of ErdGs [l, 21 that 
/ a? ( > n - n(log n)-a, for some OL > 0. 
It is clear that we cannot choose three integers b, , b, , b3 with bibj in &‘, 
since at most one b can be > nliz and at most one can be less than 
n1/2(log n)-l, and there can be none in (n1j2/log n, rW>. 
An example giving a somewhat weaker result is as follows: Let JY’ 
consist of those integers in [l, n] not of the form xy, where x < n1j2 
and y < n112. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let F denote the set of integers in (&N2, n1’2) 
having [(log log n)/2] distinct prime factors, Then the number t of elements 
in F is given by 
t = (1 + o(l)) 2 ;iIn (log log n)(10g10gn)12 . 
[+ log log n] ! 
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We shall call an integer in F good if it has at least 6 log log n prime 
factors p1 ,..., pr , r > E log log n, so that d/d’ > 4 for any two distinct 
divisors d, d’, (d > al), of p1 . . . . . p7 . Let Y1 = {b, ,..., bk} denote the 
subset of good integers in F. By a simple computation1 we have 
k = (1 + o(l))t. 
It is also clear that the equation m = b,b, has at most 2(1-GJ10g10gn solutions 
in bi , b+ , since if b,bj = b<‘bj’, then bJbi’ cannot be equal to d/d’ where 
d and d’ are distinct divisors of p1 ..,.. p7. Thus the total number of 
distinct (pairwise) products determined by the integers of F1 is at least 
k2 
~u--r)lOglogn 3 
&( 1 + o( 1))n (log log n)10g10gn(2e)10g10gn 
2(1-~uogloq~og 42 (27r)(log log n)loglogn 
2 (log:)‘-‘1 ’ 
where Ed = e/2, say. Since ) & I > n - n(log n)-Ok, by choosing & < 1 
sufficiently close to 1, we may assert that there is an integer b, say bil so 
that b,,bj belongs to ~2 for at least Sk integers bj in Y1 . We may now 
repeat the argument with these integers bj instead of Y1 , and so on. This 
completes the proof of the theorem. 
It would be of interest to determine /3k exactly. 
Proof of Theorem 3. We may assume 6 small. It involves only a 
straightforward computation to show that the number of integers < n 
of the form 2”d, (d odd, 6,n < d < n) is at most 
n(l + o(l))(l - 81 + (S, log A,)(2 log 2)-l). 
We determine a1 by 
Sl - 6, log 61/2 log 2 = 26 
so that in particular 
61 < mxw~), (0 
where c is an absolute constant. There are thus at least 6n integers in A? 
of the form 2”d, d odd and d < 8,n. Since there are n(1 + 0(1))(28) such 
integers altogether, we conclude that d contains at least 4 + o(1) of such 
integers. Therefore there exists in & a set of the form 
2”‘d 2”“d , ,..., 2”kd, d < hn, (2) 
1 It is sufficient, for our present purposes, that k should be. sufficiently numerous, 
say k > ct, where c > 0 is an absolute constant. 
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where 
k 2 (4 + 41)) UodMllog 2) 
and 
4 -c ..* < aK < log(n/a)/log 2. 
Now at least k/2 integers of one of the sequences 
(3) 
(4) 
6 < **a < ak: (5) 
q-l< .** <Q-I (6) 
are even integers. Then, in view of (3) and (4), the method of [3, in partic- 
ular, Theorem 5 corollary] gives us at least t integers c1 ,..., ct , where 
t > log log(log(n/u)/log 2) > log log log (l/Q, so that ci + cj are among 
(5) or (6) according as (5) or (6) contains > k/2 even integers. In the first 
case we choose bi = 2”: and TV = d, and in the second bi = 2~, p = 2d. 
Clearly bl ,..., bt and p are such that bibjp all appear in (2) and hence in JZZ. 
It is also clear from (1) that log log log(1/6i) tends to co as 6 --P 0. 
Proof of Theorem 4. We shall choose our sequence J$ from the set Y 
where Y consists of all integers of the form x2u in [0, n], where y is 
square free and x = 1, 2 ,..., 1. Clearly 
and by choosing 1 = l(6) we have 
I 9 I = (1 - Q, (7) 
where 
61 < 612 63) 
For a given rational k/m, (k, m) = 1, and a given sequence b, -c *a. -c bt, 
where 
t = 3(log Iz)1, (9) 
we shall estimate the number of sequences &‘, / SS’ I = (1 - 6)n, con- 
taining b,b,(k/m) (1 < i <j < t). Let p1 ,..., pi be the distinct primes 
dividing m. Clearly 
j < log n. 
Let pp be the largest p,ower of pI dividing m. For each i = l,..., j, pi must 
divide all the fls, with at most one exception, to the same power, p:i, 
say. Let 
Q = p;’ .-p;j. 
6411616-2 
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Then, provided we exclude 6 log n of the b’s, each b is divisible by Q and 
not divisible by pri+l for any i = I,..., j. Thus the number of these b’s 
with no prime factor > I other than p1 ,...,pj is at most (log n)z, since 
there are < (log n)l integers in [l, n] whose prime factors are all < I. 
Therefore in view of (9), there exist 
integers among the b’s, say 
b btl 1 ,*.*, (11) 
so that each is divisible by at least one prime > I other than p1 ,..., pj . 
Since bibj(k/m) (1 < i <j < tl) belong to LZZ and hence to P’, each 
p > 1 other than p1 ,..., pj can divide at most one of the integers (11). 
This enables us to conclude that b,bj (1 < i < j < tl) and hence also 
bibj(k/m), are all distinct. Thus at least Qtl(tl - 1) numbers of LZI are 
fixed by the sequence bl ,..., b, and the rational k/m. The number of 
sequences LZ’ containing all b,bj(k/m) is then at most 
E = (1 - &In - iwl - 1) 
1 ( (1 - S)n - &tl(tl - 1) ) ’ 
on recalling (7). The number of k/m is at most n3 and the number of 
sequences b, ,..., bt is (1). Without any restriction there are 
(1 - Mn 
E2 = ((1 - 6)n 1 
choices for &. We need therefore only show 
E, >ne(:)El. 
We have 
E,,E, > elt,elog((l-81)/(1-8,)) > eBWo~~~l-8,~l~1-8~~ 
in view of (lo), whereas 
(12) 
Since t > (log n)l, $tz log((1 - a,)/(1 - 6)) is much larger than 
I log y1 + 3 log n. This proves (12) and completes the proof of the theorem. 
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Proof of Theorem 5. Let g be a primitive root modp so that for each 
i = l,..., t 
ai = g*” (modp), OIj <p- 1. 
We obtain a set of t exponents 
a1 )..., at . (13) 
Now the method of [3, Theorem 5 corollary] gives s > log log p integers 
B Ps 1 ,.**, 
so that pi + fij all appear in (13). Let bi be defined by 
hi E gDi (modp). 
Then b,b, are all in the a’s modp as asserted. 
The proofs of Theorems 6 and 7 are effected by similar straightforward 
adaption of Theorems 7 and 9 of [3]. 
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